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  Информация об агенте

Название: ArKadia
Название
компании:
Страна: Великобритания
Телефон:
Languages: Dutch, English, French,

German, Italian, Polish,
Portuguese, Romanian,
Russian, Spanish,
Swedish

Детали объявления
Недвижимость: На продажу
Цена: USD 6,488,391.62

  Местоположение
Страна: Мальта
Добавлено: 16.04.2024
Описание:
Unique Opportunity this kind of centuries old prestigious strong Palazzo strong being on the property
market is a very rare and exciting occurrence.

Originally built at the times of the Knights of Malta the property spans approx. 2 280sqm and during its
golden age served as a prestigious residence entertaining an endless stream of high society guests and
more recently was also a hotel for several years playing host to numerous important guests. The property
boasts a lovely lateral layout with all rooms leading out onto a lovely and sizable garden with ample room
for hosting large events and offering great potential as a mixed concept and high end catering
establishment.

This is a perfect setting for a mixed use property The permits allows for a restaurant wedding venue
nightclub wine bar Beer garden or several other ideas. Due to its very privileged location in the heart of
this long established town in the immediate vicinity of the President #39 s Palace gives it endless
possibilities.

The property benefits from a most impressive entrance hall and plenty of characterful and spectacular
features with large and impressive rooms 18 course high ceilings and lots of other features. Could make a
beautiful home or mixed use commercial establishment. It will be up to the next owners to carry on its
glamorous legacy.

  Общие
Готовые кв.м.: 2280 кв м
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  Lease terms
Date Available:

  Дополнительная информация
URL вебсайта: http://www.arkadia.com/GSAZ-T15518/?utm_cam

paign=multicast&utm_medium=web&utm_source=
IMLIX.COM

  Contact information
IMLIX ID: mt60315953
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